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the stand the people of AYooster take in this
matter and yesterday was only the beginning
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The soliciting committee will reach those who
were not at the meeting and with as gratifying results we have every reason to believe
The noble example set by the Sigma Chi and
Kappa Alpha Theta fraternities will be emulated by seven other such organizations which
grace the University
Nor will contributions
be confined to Frat men
Students of AVooster are wanting in neither loyalty nor liberality Alumni who love your Alma Mater you
will never have a better opportunity to prove
A vigorous impulse given now
your kinship
and the fondest hopes of those who long to
see AYooster University a winged creature will
soon be realized

II

Entered at the Postotlicc
mailer

at Wooster Ohio as Second Class

Editorial
cannot refrain from a word on yesterThe result
days meeting in the City Hall
means business
There is no gainsaying the
feet that this is a critical period in the history
of Wooster University
The question whether
We

the U

of

AY

is

to grow and prosper he

ided with ampler accommodations
reased number of students who

prov-

for the

inc-

now crowd
lifr hulls and have her mighty influence for
future good deepened and broadened or whether
she is now to falter in her progress
hesitate
iwlt ami begin a backward march is directly
awl squarely at issue
The fact that the University is crowded to
it utmost capacity is already too well known
In noed
restating The call for additional
loom is imperative
Room to grow must be
provided or ymrth is an impossibility
Yesterdays meeting clearly demonstrated

are sorry to interfere with and tarnish
the
plated story that is starting the
rounds of the college press to the effect that
AYooster students presented Speaker Reed with
a silver- plated elegantly engraved etc gavel
on the occasion of his visit here but we feel
called upon so to do The facts are brethren
that Mr Reed carried from AAooster nothing
more nor less than a plain unvarnished wooden
mallet which differed in no respect save in being decorated with the University colors from
the ones the students used so vigorously in expressing their appreciation of the Speakers
speech indeed it was one of em1 and did
service in the same capacity
AYe

silver-

Mr L 0 Armstrong opened the University
Course last Thursday evening with his illustrated lecture Ben Ilur The house was crowded every seat being occupied and more in deThe entertainment was fairly good no
mand
small measure of the goodness being attributable to the singing of Mrs E L Emerson of
Cleveland
The disappointment experienced by many in
the audience was not chargeable to the views
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which were us fine we have no doubt as are any
of their kind nor to the lecturer himself for
lie narrated the story as well as could any one
The
touching so briefly the principal points
narration of incidents which accompanied the
exhibition of the views loaned them the greatThe trouble was that
er part of their interest
every reader of the matchless story who really
enjoyed the reading had given free reign to
his imagination and had already painted in his
mind his own illustrative pictures which were
probably as accurate certainly as legitimate
aud in most cases infinitely more satisfactory
to himself than those put on the canvas before him Thursday evening consequently
when he saw them and marked their lack of
conformity to his own imagery he was dissatisfied and disappointed
The delightful flights of imagination occasioned by reading any such novel as Ben Ilur
are very sadly interfered Avith and their enjoyment impaired when fastened to canvas or a
bit of glass The magic lantern may serve a
good purpose in illustrating a college professors interview with a cow- boys goat but it
cannot at least did not add attractiveness or
interest to the beautiful and beautifying story
of Ben llur

Oin friends of the 0

U Lantern acknowledge a fair and square defeat at the hands of
The Lantern begins very
our foot ball eleven
gracefully and graciously concedes that their
men were out- playd at every point in the
game So far so good But the Lantern cannot content itself to close the article on the
foot ball game without going off in a fit accusation and heaping big talk on and deliberately misrepresenting our Right Tackle
We
are under obligations for the kindly advice to
sustain the reputation of our team by discarding some of our players but we dont feel
inclined to do it that way
We beg to inform our friends of the Lantern
that the Wild Red Man as they arc pleased
to dub our stalwart Right Tackle is at least
hullicieutly Americanized to be informed on
S

the rules of the game of foot ball and that In
repeatedly requested his opponent in the 0 ft
It was only flf
U team to observe the same
ter the point where forbearance ceases to lie a
virtue had been passed that Mr Tyndali showed
Onr
his determination to defend his own
team is a unit in affirming that Mr Tyndalls
opponent persisted in unfair blocking throughout the 0 U S game and that Mr Ts defense was more than justifiable long before it
came

lias not Columbus learned that there is sudi
thing as ruling a man out of the game of
foot ball for unfair or unnecessarily rough playAll that is needed is for the man to be
ing
guilty and the dropping out process is easy and
The trouble is that in this
simple enough
case the thing necessary evidence was a minus
quantity
In another column the Lantern narrates a
a

conversation in which Mr Jacks- omebody
asked Mr Campbell when Wooster proposed to
play off the tie base ball game left over from
last spring saying that 0 S U would bo glad
to meet Wooster on the Columbus grounds
next week to which Mr Campbell replied very
sensibly that the base ball season was far past
There could be
aud we would not play
fair
the
proposition of our
than
nothing more
Wooster play ball or acknowledge
ball club
that you are afraid of being defeated
Columbus come off your perch
Whos going to keep up bonfires at which the player
can warm their stiffened fingers and thaw tie
ice off the water bucket
Whos going to pay
kids to brush the frost off the catchers mask
and dig balls out of the snowdrifts ail for the
novelty of seeing a game of base ball in midwinter
We would suggest for a little recreatoin for the weather- beaten athletes of 0 S
U that some of these November clays they hie
themselves to the murmuring Scioto for an
afternoons bath that they take with them the
official score for the College League garee
last year and as they sit on the frozen ban
waiting to cool off from their brisk walk nnihe
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the following facts Wooslers hatting
are above
base running and fielding averages
team
those of 0 S U Wooster was the only
Ihiit won a game from Denison and last but
not least Wooster wanted to meet 0 S U
here last Commencement week and she would
not but chose to go elsewhere and find easier
nule 0f

amusement

If after considering these facts our 0 S U
find comfort in the bluff of wanting
to play base ball with winter blasts whistling
through their chinchillas they are welcome to
it When the season of year comes when it is
common sense to schedule a base ball game
Vfooster stands ready to receive 0 S U with
friend

open arms

THE
The

UNIVERSITY AND THE BOARD

Board of Aid fob Colleges axd the
SyN0DICAL

UXIVEHSITY

Attention is directed to the action of the
Synod see elsewhere in this number in which
the Churches arc requested to divide their annual collections to the cause of Aid for Colleges between the Assemblys Board of Aid
The motive
imd tlie Synodical University
for this action so far as known to us is in accordance

with the suggestions accompanying

request of the Universitys Board of Trustees ia its report to the Synod
The interest is one
It is one which has not
yet attained its full recognition as an indisjtlie

iensille constituent in the forces of the
Church
And it is believed that joint advocacy of the great principle of denominational
work in higher education will result in exciting greater enthusiasm and in securing larger
contribution
This should result in securing
a larger annual support for the University
without diminishing and ultimately indeed
increasing that of the Board
It h certain that the principle of the denominational college needs the all advocacy which
the Assemblys officers and those of theSynodical University can employ to make it thoroughly understood and largely effective And it is
quite as plain that the experience of the State
11 building
sustaining and developing a
thoroughly successful denominational Institution should furnish to every Church which aids
m that work the best possible argument
for

157

doing as much to plant tlie same species of
higher education in the newer districts
Never was there a better case of these ought
ye to have done and not to leave the other undone
Matt XXITI23 The principle is not
only the same but the Synod of Ohio planted its
University upon it and claimed the constant
support of the Churches many years before the
Assembly saw the general need and provided
for it so effectively The record of success has
been the same in each case
No history of a
denominational college known to the writer
has shown equal rapidity of development and
no Board which the Assembly has created has
so thoroughly demonstrated the demand by the
adaptation of the supply and by the brilliant
results of the denominational helpfulness at
and over the point of difficulty There is the best
reason to believe that through the Synodical
Institution there are many in the ministry in
the missionary field on the platform of the
Christian teacher at tlie desk of the editor and
in other influential avocations who otherwise
would never have been educated and that by
the timely aid and prudent counsel and wise
methods of the Assemblys Board a number of
just such Institutions have been brought into
existence to do each in its own place jsst such
work
The corelat ionships arc seen to be singularly
close when one remembers how man representatives the Synodical University novT has
employed in the teaching force of the newer
The channels seem
Colleges and Academies
to be made ready for the circulation of the vital
product the Church is preparing
The writer can entertain no doubt of the
correctness of the Synods action and hopes to
see the vindication of its wisdom appearing
even in the contributions of the very first year
af the new plan He ventures to suggest to
tlie pastors and sessions of our Churches that
tlie use of documents giving information as to
the work of the Board and of the University
should be used in developing an intelligent
sympathy with the Christian College- work in
every phrase of its adaptation to the varied demands of the Christian work of our day both
at home and in foreign lands
It may not be expected that so large contributions will be given to this cause as to that of
Foreign or that of Home Missions but the
contributions should be made as universally
and as regularly and as heartily for more and
more plain does it become that the way of
bringing the world to Christ which is laid
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down in the Great Commission
way

TRUSTEES
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is an

educational
s
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the Synod of Ohio at tue Youngstowx
Meetikg

To the Venerable

the Synod of Ohio
The Board of Trustees of the Synodical
versity presents the following report

Uni-

The history of the college year ending on Juno 19th
was satisfactory in many regards
The attendance in all departments increased until tho
highest total of 750 was again reached and this with no special agency or urgency
2
The financial statement counting reliable assets earned
duringthcycar showed as theresult of careful economy and
some begging a small balance on the right side of the ledger
No special increase of the endowment fund was made The
baance of expenditure nnd income was preserved by contributions from the churches by tho girt of 00 from one
Christian woman within the Synod Miss B Ealkscrof Dayton
nnd the gift of 1000 from another Christian woman without
the Synod Mrs Wm Thaw of Pittsburg
The Improvement of Music Hull costing nearly SI- 20 was
completed by private subscription
The improvement of the Gymnasium has also been carried
forward by private subscription It will C03t about 810 X ot
01 have been subscribed by the students
which
A building for the use of the Y M C A has been projected
by the members of that organization the work of which in
tho University has always been admirable nnd aggressive
Willi I lie exception or a single subscription of
the stu
dents pledged tho sura or V- 00 payable by installments or
course for a 31500 building The giving to one who knows
the resources or tlose who made the pledges is nothing
short or heroic Some gave not only all their living but

I

38

1

mortgaged their rutures already morigaged to secure proeducation
3 In the intellectual moral and spiritual history of
the
year there has been rothing deserving extended mention
The spirit of study was in general good and strong Excellent meetings were conducted by the Y M C A in November and Bible study and personal work were prosecuted
throughout the yenr with a good degree of interest
No special movement either toward numerous conversions
or toward any higher than usual standard of Christian character and conduct was observed except the self- denial in tho
subscriptions already noted and the increese of the missionary spirit as shown in tho foundation of the Missionary Alcove at a cost of over 00 and the enlargement of the Volunteer Band Ihosc ready for service on the foreign field
if
the way opens to 2i
4
During last year Dr James Black was ill for months
nnd Dr Karl Mens the widely known Director of the Musical
Department died
II The opening this year has been encouraging
1
In the restoration to health and to his work of Dr James
fessional

Black

In tho addition to the Faculty of the Rev
Edar Work
ns Professor of Biblical Instruction and Apologetics
and also
in the further addition ot Professor Win llildreth who bus
enjoyed very special facilities in preparation
for the teaching
w v1lu ue gn- es ms entire time Our physical
e2ucutlou will receive more emdent stluiulus
iu the acquisj
2

tlon of a regular instructor in tho improved GymnaFium
now for the first time appointed
0 The altendanco is encouraging in ill depart ments except in that of music and that is as large as we could dare in
hope for under lie circumstances and will we believe grow
during the year A larger number of new students in the
regular literary work than usual lias been enrolled reaching
130 while tho number enlisting in tho advanced
studies of
the Tost Graduate Department steadily grows and the prospect for attendance in tho Medical Department is pronounced
good
4
The increased expenses which aro expected in connection with the additions to our Faculty and the extensive

changes of heating apparatus never renewed since the building was first erected are in part provided for by special subscriptions and are expected to ba met by the conli ibutions
of the churches as hereinafter asked for or as hitherto advised by the Synod
III Tho specific requests which the Board has now to atk
of the Synod arc these
1
We nominate for re- election tho following members o
the class of 189 or the Board viz John McClellan Peter
Foust D D Bigger D D Pror W S Evcrsolc Ph D and
ltcv J D Meese For election to fill vacancies we nominate
Mr J A Ilawkes of Cireleville the ltcv Joshua 11 Mitchell
of Findlay and the Kev A B Marshall or East Liverpool
2 The Synod i3 requested to amend tho first by- law so
that
it may instead or prescribing that al tho members of lb
Board shall be members of some branch of the Presbyti riuii
church read thus
At least four- firths of whom shall bo
members of tho Presbyterian church
3 The Synod is further requested to indoiso thcapplication
to the churches at home and individuals any where for the
sumofS30u0 to be used in constructing and furnishing Ull
addition to our main building together with the lndispensiljij
change in the heating apparatus already alluded to
The motions of this request are
I
The fact that tour h ills of tho present building Imve
been cut off to multiply rooms
2
The fact that some recitation rooms on the fourth thenought to bo used for other purposes and almost disused tor
recitations
That tho development wc depire and have been miikinin the advanced methods of fcicncc teaching cannot ycarried further without bolter appointments and facilities
That new woik ought to be undertaken in several directions as soon as room and means are furnished
5
That the proper distribution or the work of the two
dcp- irtmcnts collegiate and preparatory
cannot be made
without more room
0
That more space i3 imperatively demanded for tho
library and reading room which are in constant and relatively
very largo use The library cannot bo properly catalogued
and used nor tho periodicals properly arranged northo
desirable seclusion for study had under present circumstan1

ces
And this want wo are sure will bo appreciated by a body of
men who know how large the part which a well
sustained and
weM arranged library now plays in
the higher education
7
It i3 to be added also that tho new building will secure
at comparatively small cost because of
its connection Willi
the simplicity in style and chcapnossof material of the old

buuilding an unusually large additional space Tor all tlic
purposes of the Uuivcrsity
Nothing is asked beyond the
archicturc of the plainer educational structures of our commonwealth
3
It is also urged that the effort having been made llireo
years ago and having failed with rcsultii reproach the only
way to regain the ground then lost is
to suoeeed now
0
Aicl tho attention of Ute Synod is callel to the fact Hint
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our own Slate holding similar refor other institutions of
no stronger than our own to
lations to ecclesiastical bodies

adding to
y the least the way has been lately found of
buildings to a point far beyond that of our suggestion
relying upon
in And it is now cheerfully reported that
a beginning has been
the Synods former commendation
made with very encouraging results
3560
A tingle subscription from without tho State of
residing
another of 1000 from an alumnus of the institution
U0 from a benevolent gentlewithin the State another of
arc now enjoyman of the community whose hospitality we
community two of like
ing three of 100 each from the same
amount from Dayton with sundry other amounts bring us
The canvass has but
to within 150 of the first Ave thousand
visited
lii gun and only two churches have been
The Board is convinced that there was never a more favorable set of circumstances under which our Church in our
longSlate may take up and press to speedy conclusion this
deferred and indispensable addition to its educational

J59

Almighty

It

God to our Synodieal Univcrsitv
is a cause of devout and heartfelt thanks-

giving that such phenomenal success has from
the first and notwithstanding many difficulties
and trials attended this beloved college an
institution which was founded for the purpose
of providing ministerial and christian education
after the pattern of our noble Presbyterianism
We bless God that the University though not
yet twenty- one years old has been able to accomplish so much in the direction toward
which a large part of the Synod has been
working and praying for well nigh two generations
We hereby express our hearty sympathy
with
the officers and Faculty of the College in
facilities
the unusual trials and bereavements of the last
Our fourth and final request Is that the Synod in advising
the usual collection in all the churches to aid iu maintaining
year and are pleased to hear of the returning
the current expenses should now more definitely advise the
health of Dr Black while we sorrow over the
collectchurches concerning the relation of this cause to the
irreparable loss of the distinguished and beion fur the Board of Aid for Colleges andatk them todevide
between the Board and tho
loved Karl Merz
Hie annual contribution
The motives of this request are
Synodieal University
The Synod notes with pleasure the extraTie result of experience which shows that a very small
ordinary zeal and self- denial of the members of
proportion of the gifts to the one great cause of Denominatthe Y M C A of the University and hopes
ional Colleges will come to our Synodieal College under the
The church displays no willingness
present arrangement
their most sanguine wishes as to a new building
nmd the pressure from so many quarters to make two conmay sometime be realized
tributions to that which seems and is but one cause
We specially mark the items of the report
request
All that was
The manifest justice of the
I
to the spiritual condition of the institution
as
given to the University up to the period of the formation of
and earnestly commend it to the unceasing
the Hoard of Aid for Colleges at least was given under the
ilea that the denominational college vouhl hauc tlte mipimrt of
prayers of all our christian people We thank
and that support was expected to mean conthe denomination
God for all tokens of spiritual life and sumNo ottu r
tinuous contributions to a continuous work
mon our brethren to join us in supplication for
method of support for its educational woik was deemed
the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon all
possible than that by which its missionary work for example
wns to be supported
connected with the University
The later order of the Assembly wa3 never expected to
Your committee further recommend that
supersede contracts express or implied or to cripple in any
the Synod heartily grant the four specific reway that agency in Ohio by which it sought to accomplish
quests of the Board viz
such valuable results in Kansas and Dakota
The Board is persuaded that by a common urgency of
1
The re- election of the following members
a common intercut more will be realized for both jthases of the irork
Class of 1890
Messrs John McClellan
of
the
hjfar than is now being secured
D
D D W S EverD
Peter
Foust
Bigger
Respectfully submitted for the Committee of the Board
sole Ph D and Rev D J Meese also the
8 F SCOVEL
election to fill vacancies of Mr J A llawkes
REPORT OF SYNODS COMMITTEE
of Circleville Rev Messrs Joshua 11 Mitchell
of Findlay and A B Marshall of East Liveros the Report of the Trustees of the pool
University of Wooster
2 The amendment of the first By- law of the
Board so that instead of prescribing that all
Herewith is given the report which was subthe members of the Board shall be members
mitted to Synod at the Youngstown meeting of some branch of the Presbyterian church
last month by the Synods Committee on the
it may read at least four- iifths of whom shall
report of the University trustees
c
be members
Your committee on the Trustees of the Uni3 The hearty endorsement and seconding of
versity of Wooster respectfully submit the folthe efforts now making to raise the sum of
lowing
30000 for additional building and new heatiWe arc again called upon to unite in greatfng
apparatus
nl acknowledgement of the goodness of
4 Tlte division of the collections of the
4

I

II
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churches within our bounds for College aid
between the Board of Aid for Colleges and the
University
Finally your committee svouid call the
serious attention of the Synod to the question
whether the time has not come to take this
University so favored of God and so successful
hitherto more and more to oar hearts and to
plan vastly more liberal things for its future
A building or buildings greatly needed for the
girls better accommodations for the astronoma great increase of our
ical department
scholarship f finds and the endowment of several more chairs of instruction that the teaching
force may be ready for emergencies soon to
these are but
arise from the enlarging classes
University
of
the
needs
pleasing
a few of the
They might easily absorb several hundred thouThe call for them cannot be essand dollars
teemed extravagant nor should the expectation
that this great and wealthy Synod will speedily
contribute them be deemed unreasonable
All of which is respectfully submitted

0

A

Hills

Francis Strobel
Jno T Ewalt

Committee

4000

1

The Meeting in the Interests of the University Announced for Sabbath Afternoon Largely Attended and the Results
Most

Gratifying

The Sabbath afternoon meeting in the City
Hall in the interests of the University ws
fraught with results beyond the expectations
The meeting began at
of the most sanguine
three oclock too late an hour as was disThe opening exercises
covered before its close
consisted of the rendition of a chorus from
the Elijah by a select chorus reading of scripture by the Iev Drezee prayer by llev Mr
Dawson of the M D Church and a solo Tie
Shall Feed His Flock Mendelssohn by Miss
Geneva Armstrong
Mayor Yost chairman
of the meeting made a few brief remarks stating the object of the meeting and pointing out
a few of the benefits which the city as a corporation and certain of its citizens as business
men derived from the University and announced Dr Scovel who spoke earnestly and

minutes
rresiuent bcovel s
pointedly lor
remarks lay along the lino of Christian education as such the broad and noble principles
upon which the University was founded how
in the history of the institution these broad
principles have been carried out what the possibilities for the future are and how all de
ine Doctor
pended on increased laeiuties
called attention to the economic policy of the
University extravagance unknown Surely
exorbitant salaries were not being paid
The
people ot Wayne County and UJ110 aviJI see to
it that the Faculty are kept poor if the Lord
He said further
only keeps them humble
that a crisis had come and the next five years
would determine Woosters history
Dr Heindel followed briefly noticing the
work done by the University in its short history He ainrmed the work done by the institution when considered in the light of its
advantages and facilities was phenomenal and
made the best showing of any college in the
state or country
The next speaker was Dr Gann who made
a very happy and appropriate speech in the
progress of which he succeeded in getting the
laugh on the DDs who had preceded him
Dr Gann said the Committee had asked him
to speak seven and not more than ten minutes
Just as if could present the claims of our
noble University in seven minutes
The
Doctors of divinity cant do it then how can a
He passed over his firstlie
Dr of medicine
secondlies thirdlies seventhlies and tenthlics
also his recapitulation and final ies and came
to his conclusions He concluded First That
the business interests were advanced by the
presence of the University clothing provision
and hardware stores all received their due
quota Second That there was not a man in
Wooster who might not receive benefit from
the college 011 the hill just as he was interested
in the college at the upper end of Market
Street the two being united more and more
each year
Third the presence of the Unisverity giver moral and intellectual tone to
the social life of the town
Dr Wilson of the U 1 Church thought it
strange that any reason should be called for
to show why the citizens of Woosier awl
Wayne County should give money to the UnHe thought it what the boys would
iversity
call a self- evident truth but he would take
time to name live reasons which were Fnsi
Needs it Second Deserves it Third Must
have it in order to imnrove on he rood vmJc

I

I
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Fourth It is now or probalready being done
Fifth It will pay
ably never
Rev Rrezee of St Jamos Episcopal Church
paid the plea for money was a good plea and
best of causes That the highest things
accomplished by man was to educate
head and that Wooster was founded
and
heart
for and was succeeding marvelously in doing
in the
to be

both
Dr Hills

then rose and walked to the front
the stage carrying what looked to be a
manuscript good for an hours reading The
as he approached the footDoctor said
lights for it had grown dark meanwhile
ami necessitated the lighting of the gas
that some of the speakers had been given
some had taken ten and
minutes
tLii
to take all he could get He
proposed
he
now
yearned for returns from this deluge of oratory
which the audience had experienced and was
The pages of foolsnow prepared to receive
cap lie had just deposited on the stand were
not manuscript but blanks upon which to
The following noble
record subscriptions
responses were made within 20 minutes
Jacob Frick
1000
Jus Mullins
1000
of

Dr O A Hills
Dr J A Gf aim
E 15 Eshelman

J W Hlocher
Dr Kirkwood
Rev Newell
Dr Scovel
Mrs J II Kanke
Coover
McClure
Sigma Chi Fraternity

Prof Compton
Dr Wilson
Rev Tracy
Dr Mateer
Prof Work
Mr J S II Overholt
Percy Harden
Mr Jacob Durstinc
Prof Lamoureux
Dr Davis
D Nice

Xappa Alpha

Theta Fraternity

of Westminister Church
and will probably raise it to

Ladies

200
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

300

500

Total
1000
hour was so late that it seemed unwise
continue the meeting longer
It will be

The
to

161

noticed that no subscriptions of less than 850
were received and that the entire amount was
pledged by 25 contributors Much more would
unquestionably have been subscribed had the
amount been lowered to 25 but time would
not permit and a motion was passed authorizing the Executive Committee to add to its
number such as it saw fit to aid in the prosecution of a convass which will be begun immediately and prosecuted vigorously until every
man woman and child in Wooster and Wayne
county who appreciate the benefits of higher
christian education will be presented with an
opportunity to give substantial proof of his
appreciation
In other words the war is on the building
movement already under good headway has
received an impetus and the wing so long the
butt of supposed jokes and witty allusioTis is
well sprouted and is going to go up
We may append the item and information
that since the report to the Synod the canvass
in other places has been carried forward by
only a few applications to a point just beyond
the five thousand lino
We are glad to report also that there is a
movement projected to consolidate with these
subscriptions as many as may be secured of
those made last Commencement for the current expenses It ought to be known that
among those is one by our honored President
amounting to 1000
POST GRADUATE
The Post Graduate and Wooster Quarterly
for October made its appearance last Monday
This number of Woosters literary magazine is
fully up to the high standard which the Post
Graduate Quarterly has always maintained
and shows the P G Department to be in a
prosperous condition
Twenty- eight candidates for advanced degrees have registered
since the last Quarterly was issued
The October number contains three theses by
graduates of the Department
Moral Hearings
of Political Science llev J II Ilartman A
M Ph D of Cleveland O American Philosophy Rev John Lloyd Lee A Mv Ph D
Philadelphia Pa and Political Education of
the Masses by Prof W H C Newington A
M Ph D AVatertown S Dak
The Editorial Chair discusses Post Graduate
studies for College Professors
Metaphysics
Auction Evolutions Victory and Limits and

x
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Wisconsin Minnesota and South Dakota but
have not found a more desirable place to be
which particularly commends the Post Graduborn or to attend College than at Wooster 0
old
and
students
to
ate and Wooster Quarterly
I have decided not to change either my
so
is
to
the
magazine
interest
adds
and
graduates
One thing
or my Alma Maler
birthplace
is
admirawhich
The Alumni Round Table
There is much more stir
admitted
be
must
a
to
in
itself
almostcqual
and
conducted
bly
about the western climate than there is about
reunion of Wooster alumni
twentynthe eastern for instance the wind of South
of
reviews
contains
Shelf
Book
The
Dakota succeeded in getting more sand into niy
books
volumes of recently published
ine
in one week than the Ohio wind had ever
bookeyes
prospective
of
perusal
the
and merits
before
dime
is
G
buvers The October number of the P
hinted that I am not becoming less
have
I
to
and
credit
a
University
to
the
an honor
proud of my own College and its work both
Profs Notestcin and Compton the editors
intellectual and spiritual by contact with other
institutions although the very high standard
A CONTRIBUTION
of many of these Colleges has been both a surWoosters Representative i Y M C A prise and a delight to me in I need not say that
visiting Woosters
was specially interested
Work Heard From
Michigan sister the Presbyterian College at
Alma in noting its very rapid growth and the
Editors Wooster Voice
great favor and influence that our own Prof
There have now three reMy Dear Friends
Only this
quests come to me to say something to the Ewing has already gained there
students at Wooster through the medium of week a similar pleasure was enjoyed in visiting
McCalester College where Prof Wallace and
the Voice and I suppose at least as many persons will be interested in what I may say And Prof Pearson do great credit to Wooster by
being among the most honored members of the
I would not object if there were not more for
not
It was but yesterday also that
Faculty
two
months
the
last
during
learned
have
to feel dissatisfied if I do not always have a I met three of our honored alumni
large audience I suppose that even the ocean 11 M Donaldson of Hastings C G Miller of
would become dry in time if the water were Brainard and A B Nichols of Minneapolis
being constantly pumped out faster than it is three strongholds of the Presbyterian church
filled in
It is an easy thing to pump a cistern in Minnesota The position and influence of
of our alumni the world over ought to be a
dry if it does not rain for a while It is possible likewise for a man by giving out all the great encouragement to the Trustees Faculty
and friends of Woostcr as well as a mighty etime and taking in only occasionally to become
The proportion
so empty in a short time that he actually gets ncouragement to her students
I know this of graduates entering religious callings from
tired of hearing himself talk
would have been hard to appreciate while in Wooster is one of the largest of any college in
The amazing thing to me is that
College but the fact that I have not written a the country
note to the Voice before this is proof enough the citizens of Wayne county and especially of
that I do appreciate it now It was only be- the Presbyterian church of Ohio and neighboring States do not show their appreciation of
cause jiiiijied dry already
During the past seven weeks I have visited these things by furnishing far better equiptwenty- five Colleges and attended three State ment for the work by endowing the UniverConventions of the Y M C A I have spoken
sity not only that the Trustees might be reon the average twice each day traveling about lieved of all financial embarrassment but more
The audiences especially that constant growth might he
3500 miles between times
have varied from fourteen to fourteen hundred
seen both in the number of students and the
persons but I am persuaded that the most peradvantages for their training This much is
manent results generally follow the smaller sure a college of the present must either imMy work in the Colleges has been prove or die I have seen examples of belli
meetings
largely that of presenting the most successful very recently
I am glad that Wooster is
methods of College association work and stimuLet her growth be fosteadily improving
lating the christian workers only four new as- stered and hastened by the faithful earnest and
sociations having been organized I have seen
united efforts of the students by the most
in the trip large sections of Ohio Michigan
hearty sympathy
sanction and support uf
Is the Belief in Design

Intuitive

One feature

1

T
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every member of her alumni by the generous
ifts of all who are interested in higher christian education as a prime factor in overturning
the strongholds of evil and making Christ
o-

and by the blessing and
King of all nation
Ilim in whom all fullness dwells
Yours Very Sincerely

power of

J
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Wooster Beats Kenyon in a 43 Minute
Game
Saturday afternoon at Kenyon was as usual
set for foot ball rainy and disagreeable
It was evident from the first that
Kenyon did not intend to play full time if they
The game was set for
could possibly avoid it
oclock and Wooster was on the grounds
promptly but there was not a sign of any one
Not a man of the Kenyon team
else about
appeared until half past three and then they
came one by one until nearly four as if the
This
whole matter had been pre- arranged
was only one of many exasperating delays
which served to keep down the score
What
it probably would have been can be easily
found by considering that just 43 minutes
or less than one- half of full time was played
The teams lined up at ten minutes before
four as follows
on a day

Kenyon

Positions

Wooster

liuttolph

Right End
Right Tackle
Right Guard

Tvudall
Phillips

lieeson

Centre Rush

Campbell

Scott
Kunl

Andrews

linahus
Left Guard
Bogle
Shevcn
Left Tackle
Chalfant
Stork
Long
Left End
Walkley AV
Right Half Back Woi- k
Hoglen
Left Half Back
McGaw
Foley
Quarter Back
Alexander
Walkley C
Eull Back
Ross
Kenyon started with a punt by AVaikley to
Work who lost it on a foul and Kenyon
gained 5 yards
This was followed by a series
of

punts and successive downs by each team

until finally the ball Avas up to Kcnyons 25
yard line when a fumble of Ross1 punt by
Walkley C let Long have a clear field anil
touch down
Goal kicked by Ross The punt
by Walkley AV was downed by AVork and the

ball was brought within 5 yards of the lino bv
fine rushes of Ross Chalfant and Tyndail
w hen Work touched
down by a 5- yard run
No goal
The punt from 25 yard line was

downed by McGaw near centre of the held and
in the next minute Work by a magnificent
rim of over 49 yards touched down No goal
Foleys punt was beautifully stopped by Tvudall and slight gains for Work followed Boss
long punt was stopped by AVaikley AV and he
started for a long run with an almost clear
held In attempting to tackle him Chalfant
was knocked insensible and time was called for
10 minutes
Julliard took Chalfants place
and in a few plays Tyndail made a beautiful
run of 15 yards with Kenyon men hanging all
over him Ross and McGaw pushed through the
line G more and Ross was then pushed over
the lino for a touch down No goal Time
was called although 31 minutes only had been
played Score 18 to 0 AVooster started with
a V and brought the ball to the 25 yard line
Work gained 3 more but K got the ball on
the next down AVaikley fumbled it and was
forced to make a safety
The ground lost by
Foleys punt off was regained by a line run of
McGaws and Work came in with another 30
yard run and touch down Goal
In the next
play Iloglen made a good run across the field
but did not gain much
Hogleu was hurt and
Neff took his place
AVaikley C lost 10 yards
by his miss of Foleys bad pass
Runs by McGaw Ross and Work gained 15 and Tyndail
made another fine run for 10 yards and a touch
down Goal by Ross Kenyon attempted a X
start but failed to gain Darkness interfered
with good play now and AV AValkleys punt
gained 30 yards and brought the ball to the 15
yard line A bad pass lost Kenyon 5 yards
but they downed the ball A long punt bv
Walkley C was stopped by Ross who attempted to return it
The ball struck Kuntz and
rebounded over the line where Ross downed it
Kenyon claimed a safety and two points which
AV would not allow claiming that Kuntz sent
the ball over and during the argument time
was called after actual plaving of 12 minutes
Score 30 to 0
NOTES

Scoot
Multiply the score by two
The team has nothing but praise for Kenyon both as players and entertainers
Kenyon testified to the strength of our team
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petting enthusiastic over their claimed two
iatc
Kcnyon not only proved themselves better
delavers but also superior plavers to Denison
by

other newly elected officers were duly installed
The following programme was performed in
the presence of a very large and attentive audience

andO S U

DECLAMATION

EXTEMPORE

Friday evening November 7th
gramme was as follows

Be-

The

pro-

J II Lloyd OPbilo
Miss Blocher Orio
F W Ilell Bryant
Miss Knowlton Orio
ESSAY CLASS

Talec of the Cluireli Door
Our Progress

M E Wright
3 A Crabtree

Natures Empire
Music

Philo

Bryant

Miss Cass Orio

I am Rocking on tlic Billows

Philo Quartette

OKATION CLASS

Monuments
Tlic Despot and the Exile

The

P E Fisher Bryant
T C Pollock Philo

J
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G

The Paris Congress of Americanists
Calvin S Briee
Dr Matecr a toast
A Good Straight- forward Lie

toW

A

Urinative

E

Gihm

A B Lewis
H B Woik
C If Elliot

Both orations were well written and
with much energy

deliver-

ESSAY CLASS

The Utility ot Law

w II Shields
E S Toensmier
C B Allen
G E Jackson

Compensation
The Oration of Pericles
Is Ours a Model Government

Regular debate was passed over and general
debate was taken up Question Resolved that
the name of God should be inserted in the Constitution of the United States Messrs Maurcr
Allison and Timmons spoke Sentiments of
society were in favor of the affimative
w II s

That the Execution of Mary Queen ofScottswns

Negative

S M

W S Crocket
B E Babcoclc

DERATE

Jastiihlble

D Owens

II L Becman

OIIATION CLASS

The Necessity of Concentration
The Unturned Cake

ed

DECLAMATION CLASS

Sermon

Leycnberger

CLASS

Tammany Hall

A Union Meeting of the Orio Pryant and
lhilomathean Societies was held in Room No

Oiiska
John Maynard
Tlic Coming of Christ

IT B

The class was exceptionally good

the Societies of the Preparatory
ta rtmext

Jihn Jankind

W A Cuvo

Battle of Moigarten

UNION MEETING

1

II L Giaham
II G Furgy

Garfield
The Garden of Memory

Organizations
Ok

CLAPS

Hannibal on the Alps

IRVING

J Wright Philo
O

Seward Bryant

tiiestion decided in favor of the negative
This closed the regular programme
The members of the faculty present were called upon and
Professors Trice Jlildreth and Miss Pendleton
responded with encouraging words of commendation and advice The ex- members of the
societies were also called upon and favored the
s icieties with some good suggestions
The performers did the work assigned them
well showing labor and talent in their productions and that the work done by the societies is that of advancement
Those present
were well pleased and hope that the next union
meeting is not far distant
k e

ATHENIAN
Sociely was called to order by Vice President
0 dlaim After the usual formalities Presidentelect Glasgow made his inaugural and the

Society was called to order by the Vice President promptly at the stated time and the regular
performances began
The following is the
programme
DECLAMATION

CLASS

Mr Amos
EXTEMPORE

CLASS

Warwicks Speech at a Jollification
Our Prospects for To- inorrows Game

Mr Adair
Mr MeUaw
The next House of Represcntal ives
Mr Brillcc
Military ys Gymnasium
Mr Dunn
A Plea before the Faculty for aGamo of Foot Ball at Pittsburgh on Thanksgiving
Mr Campbell
ESSAY CLASS
A

Picture

Mr Green
Mr Duna

A Visit to the Caves
ORATION CLASS

The Clnistian in Polities

Mr Burns

Debate was suspended for the evening ami
the society proceeded to the election of officers
with the following result
President Pence

The Woostcr Voice
McMichacl
Vice President
iapl ain E arioso n
1

First Critic Vandegrift
Second Critic Kennedy
Eeeording Secretary Ikittain
Corresponding Secretary McMillan

c c it

Burns

ms

SergeantatAr-

Religious
WHEN TRIALS COME
M

M

W

When days are gray and shadows thick
And every happening seems to prick
A tender spot
When tired brain and tired heart
And throbbing pulses burn and smart
And trials come
I often think tis worth the pain
jo sweet and solacing the gain
Which then is ours
For this the balm the Father sends
We

find our firmest truest friends
When trials come

Ohio

W003TEH

the week of prayer are just
come from them into this
even more a week of prayer
To very many the past days
than was last
have been precious times of communion with
God and harbingers of better times by sonic
they will be reckoned throughout eternity as
milking the most momentous epoch of their
earthly history to some they have come and
gone as other days under the cherished trust
in the coming of future days
The meetings of

We have
over
week to make it

Wo call the most earnest attention of our
readers to the following words from the Banw published by the Lutheran Church of
Wooster
As

announced in the last number of the

Banner arrangements have been entered into
and are now about completed
for a series of
Gospel Meetings to be held in this city under
the direction of Major Whittle
The time set
for the beginning of these meetings is Nov
23d

It

is

possible however

that they may

not begin until a week later
Major Whittle
is at present
conducting a similar meeting in
Dayton and he has written that in case the

165

meetings there should develope such interest
as to seem to make it his duty to remain a week
longer he would not in that event be in Wooster until the 30th but so far as we know now
the meetings here will begin on Sunday Nov
23d
It is hoped on the part of the pastors of
the city that these meetings will have the sincere earnest prayers and the devout and
hearty co- operation of all the members of our
Churches and that nothing will be done by
any Christian professor that will conflict iii
any wise with the purpose aimed at in these
special services In so far as possible let every
Christian arrange to give these meetings the
benefit of his or her personal attendance
and influence Do not plan for any social
gathering during these weeks that will make
it necessary for you to remain away from the
meetings and that will keep others away Let
ihe Gospel Meetings have full right of Avay
from beginning to end Let the world be
made to see and feel that Christians do indeed
regard the interests of the soul as of paramount importance
Will not every Christian rememher these meetings in his daily petitions to God
In your
secret closet of prayer when bowing around
the family altar remember these meetings
Ask for Gods blessing upon them
Pray that
we may have a quickening from on high and be
blessed with a gracious baptism of the divine
Spirit And when the meetings begin come
to them not only yourself but try to bring
others with you Let every one regard himself
as authorized and appointed to look up and invite the unconcerned and indifferent to these
services
Who can estimate the good that
may be done by a mere word thus spoken for
the sake of the Master
Wc know that the Christian students of the
University will most heartly concur in carrying out the suggestions made by the Banner
We want a revival in Wooster
We need
now if ever we have needed an outpouring of
the Spirit of God The meetings of the past
week have been greatly blessed of heaven all
feel quickened and helped
Shall we now give
over and be satisfied with a few scattered drops
when there is afar the sound of abundance of
Wo cannot but believe that times of
rain
refreshing are at hand
The thanks of the Athletic Association are
Mr Geo Kettler manager of the City
Opera House for his aid in advertising the foot
ball games tendered free of charge
due
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came in to demand and receive their full meed
of attention- from the merry feasters

Locals
Jude

Weiker

lectured

on

Constitutional

Law to the Seniors Tuesday and Wednesday
On Monday night Misses Georgie and Joe

McDowell entertained Kappa Kappa Gamma
Elegant refreshat their home on North St
ments were served after which games were in
dulged in till a late hour
Kappa Kappa Gamma fraternity was very
pleasantly entertained at a taffy pulling last
Saturday night at the home of Miss Nettie
The occasion was rendered all the
Jackson
more enjoyable by the presence of several
alumiue
On Thursday evening a Hard Times party
will be given at the Armory by the Musical
Society who so successfully produced the
All the stuPirates of Penzance last spring
dents are invited and it is desired that as many
as possibly can will appear in poverty costume
M usic will be furnished during the evening by
local talent and refreshments served at hard
times prices Admission fee 14 cents
The foot ball game arranged with Adelbert
for Wednesday will be the most exciting game
played here Every student that possibly can
should see the game and help our club out in
the iinancial part of it Dont talk about our
foot ball team and then not go and see the
game Not a point has been scored against
Uooster for two years yet their financial support has been very poor The team has gone
security for much needed funds They have
helped advertise the games and marked out
the grounds besides regular and systematic
practice The game Wednesday it is hoped
will be well enough attended to place the club
on a fine financial footing
Friday evening friends to the number of
about sixty assembled at the homo of Miss
Florida Parsons North Market Street to participate in a reception- social in honor of Miss
The inviOla Esterly of Columbiana Ohio
tations were for six oclock and that hour found
their favored recipients either already at the
scene of festivity or on the way An hour and
a half later supper was announced and the
guests were asked to repair to the dining room
where they regaled themselves from the abundance of good things so temptingly proffered
Sandwiches coffee and chocolate cold meats
chickensalad oysters ice cream and cake all

At the conclusion of this very interesting
part of the programme the guests disposed
themselves about the spacious parlors and proceeded to take in the social enjoyments of the
evening with as much energy as previously
characterized their maneuvers in the dining
room
The evening passed pleasantly and all to
swiftly and will be remembered by every one
present as having witnessed an occasion of unusual enjoyment
The Gallipolis Journal of November 5th
publishes an extended abstract of the address
Preson Presbyterianism in Ohio delivered by
Church
Presbyterian
First
the
at
Scovel
ident
of Gallipolis on Centennial Sunday October
1Jth 18J0
Beginning with the Reformation times m
Switzerlamfand Scotland the address inquires
after the influences which prepared the Presbyterians who came to Ohio The forming of
the column is studied and its advancement to
America and especially its movement along
different lines into Ohio The inspiring facts
It
find eloquent expression in the discourse
ranks
Its
one
noble
a
and
is a long column
Truth floats from
are strewed with heroes
are condensed
inscriptions
Its
all its banners
principles of almost omnipotent force Its
uniform is often dyed like His from Bozrah for
with Him and for Him they suffered IUs a
grand review even for a glance of the eye
As the Presbyterian bauds entered into Ohio
Waldensian bravery Huguenot skill Holland
simplicity and heroic patience bcotcn valor
and stubbornness all mingled with German
fervor and conviction
The main influences which determined the
character of these who had come from so
many of the four winds of heaven are traced
in these elements Their definiteness of conviction their independence of man and love of
liberty their conservatism and belief in good
and strong government and their intellectual
ethical evangelical catholic and disciplinary
characteristics
It would prove to be a most excellent tonic
if this address could be heard in many of the
Presbyterian communities of Ohio
Janitor Ebcrly has received a letter from a
publishing house stating they had learned lie
was a poet and desired a specimen production

from his pen
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personals
Mr Ned McDowell spent Sunday it home
Mr Fred Phelps 89 of Waukesha Wis is
at tha Archer
Miss Kerr of Belief out Pa is the latest
musical student
Moore 91 is suffering from an attack of
ulcerated sore throat
II S McCowan 91
congenial clime of Iowa

has sought the more

W W Riddle 91 is at the Spencerian Busi-

in Cleveland
Mr Tom Everlnirt of New Philadelphia
visited friends here last week
W L Swalleii 80 stopp3l off Friday evening on his way to McCormiek
The Mis 333 Booth of Loll ry 0 have entered the Musical Department
W A McBanc of last years class is Supt
Midi
o Schools at Newberry
IIughE Wilson alias Tug with 90 through
Soph is studying law at Ann Arbor
Miss Alice Brown 8 is Prof of Latin and
Cijrman in the High School at Corry Pa
SO
Miss Rliuv Wilson
is attending the
Womans Medical College at Philadelphia
Borden and Whitoly in the University last
year are among the law matriculates at Aim
ness College

were of the finest
Miss Prick certainly
understands the art of entertaining
J T Neilson with 90 through Soph but
now in business in Marion
was in Wooster
on business Friday
Cam White 90 who has this year been engaged in Y M C A work came home Friday
night for a short vacation
II M Campbell 87 has been recently ordained and is pastor of the churches at Moiiett
and Lehigh Mo
There are four Wooster students now at
Princeton Seminarv Hanna 88 and Mickey
87 McKee 89 and J W Campbell 90
S A S Metheney a graduate of Geneva
and now pursuing a post graduate course at
Ann Arbor visited his brother D G Metheney
93 this week
LITERARY NOTES
A Boys Jlittory of the United State
From tbo discovery of
America to the election oC Harrison With portraits or all
the Frcsldents A new history of our country written y a
lady of rare culture whose wide experience in teaching the
young particularly fits her Tor tbo ta k she has un Icrtakn
The author presents in short chapters life- ke shetehesof
our great men and women our explorers conquerors and
rilgrim fathers give3 full and icliabie accounts of ninny
noble deeds an J actions of the different wars of our i lit
cal struggles of our great journals and altogether has written a remarkably intcresiing bo k This formalin smmihI
volume of Our Iioys Library which will published non lily price 51 cents the first volume being
Iy V ke and Dk
by Henry Woiitiiington Co New Yoi k
1-

I

i-

City Mich

A Si- tars Love By W Heimburg Translated by Margarrt
P Waterman With Photogravure Illustrations
Half morocco 15 paper 75 cents This story is one of the most interesting yet written by this favorite author and factcns the
readers attention from beginning to end Woutmistt j
Company New York

Rev E P Duulap 87 has assumed the pastorate of the Linwood Ave Pres Church of
Kansas City

is the book which is destined to go into every library e republic school every household where American literature is

Arbor
Howard Irish formerly of 92 is with the
lunking firm of Hannah Lav Co Traverse

Mrs L G

Gilloland of Van Wert is visitotr ber parents Mr and Mrs Underwood of
NMarket St
Kay Stilliugs 87
Republican Kenton

now editor of the Kenton
has been renewing old
associations here since Friday morning
Jdiss Cora Prick entertained a large number
her friends at her elegant home on North
Market St Tuesday evening in honor of her
cousin Miss Marie llntter of Washington D
The itarul decorations and refreshments
or

The New Webster

Websters International

Dictionary

received and where the English language is studied
The publishers have spent more than a quarter of a m II ion
dollars in bringing this woik out in its unabridged rcvis
enlarged and authentic form It now tkes the name international
and this is intended to emphasize the fact that
the language of the mother country now encircles the globe
Every page has been treated as if lho book were nov published for the first time The claim of the publish r is that it
retains that excellence in definition which has made Webster
the safe and familiar authority to which judges j mrntii a
scholar artisan and man of business refer and that in etymology pronunciation citations and pictorial illustrations it
carries to greater perfection the merits of its predecessors
We believe that it abundantly justifies thsc modest claim
IpJ tat as a couiprubeusive popular dictionary it I likto letuhi the pre- eminence which has long been inKl ty
1
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No Jtiiimry cn be filial but TiWebstcrj Lnalii ilg- l
next 2 years t lie Intermit iumil Did ioimry must be itccejited ns the Ixrt swk of its kind in the English latiBuajri
nthe

Herald Srptrmhcr

2

OtKer

IK

GoIefes

Cornell and Oberlin have raised their tuition
Only 10 per cent of Cornelias 90 graduates
were ladies but that ten per cent carried ol
sixty per cent of the honors
The Grouse Memorial Hall at Syracuse Uni700000 and is proversity cost originally
nounced the finest college building in America
The University of California began the fall
term Oct IS with the largest freshman class
in its history 213 names grace the class roll of
91

Qerxeral
Go to

Importance

Harrys for cabinets and groups

Opposite

Archer House
All the brands of chewing gum at the Candy
Kitchen
beoboes of all descriptions at Sicgenthalers
tween C ourt House and Iost OOice
Uest photographs in the city at Harrys Opposite
the Archer House
The latest ofiieial returns show that II H Stanley is selling a better overcoat a better suit a better hat and more goods for a dollar than can be obtained elsewhere in Woosttr
I f you want fancy candies you will find them at
the fandy Kitchen
When in need of any kind of Shoes go to CI 3
Son
3 W Liberty st
bicgenthaler
Harrys for photographs
Harley Zeigler announces to his patrons that he
is again able to be in his Candy Kitchen You will
always find a choice supply of fresh candies on
hand
Go to the randy Kitchen for cigars
Vou can save money if you buy your footwear
3 W Liberty st
from si- genthaler
Son
You can get the best cabinets in the state at
Harrys Everything in the gallery strictly Crut
class Give him a call

3 w LibGymnasium Shoes at Siegenthalers
erty st
New students are invited to call and examine the
work done by Harry the photographer Opposite
Archer House

Co whose advertisement ap1
F Johnson
pears in another column have recently moved into
new and larger quarters with better facilities for
conducting business than ever before Parties
wishing employment or to more fully investigate
the opportunities and advantages they offer would
do well to communicate with them promptly
For a fine line and latest novelties in dress hats
dress shirts and neckwear II E Stanley is in the
lead
Harrys is the place to have photographs taken
They always give perfect satisfaction

The largest and finest assortment of umbrellas in
the city at II E Stanleys
See the entire line of Shoes and Slippers at G 15
Siegenthalcr
Sons before you buy u W Liberty st

RUH

RilH I RLH

The only Complete Barber Shop in the city Hct
and Cold Baths at al hours next clcor to Al Nice

SHIBLBY

South- east tide Public Square Wooster O

Dealer in Watches Clocks Jcwely Silver rikI
Silver- Plated Ware Optical Goods Silk Umbrellas
Gold and Silver Headed Canes Pocket Cutlery

llazors Shears etc

Repairing of Fine Watches a Specialty
DOWDS HEALTH EXERCISER

L

D

tyrCil

Gentlemen Li id eft and Youths tlnj
Athlrte or Invalid A com plot c KV rrnr- ifiiim
up hut
inches Pqnarn tiuur nmir
rv Tfkes
KOmolliinjr now pcicnlitic durable eomprrilCvSteril
hantfvc cheap Indorsed by 2mj physician
lawyers clergymen editors and others ipiw
it
Send ior i luHlrnfcd circular forty
j3tijc3itifeSJ using
no charge Irof D L DowU
engraving
Feiontifle Physician and Vucul Culture
East J4lh Street
1

t5i
feSlcSSI

ime

i

il

r-

2pir1
New Yoi k

T

1

3

ATJMGARDNEU
DEAIKlt IX

Boots Shoes and Rubbers
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

Prices Always the Lowest

STRINGS

K

At Amoiicau Mock Vuosler 0

1 he

eachers
o

Co-
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Operaiive Association70

Established in
Positions filled 2300
ambitious for advancement
rather th an

II

IIAriT

Mice and residence North Maikci slroct corner
opposite New Lutheran Church WoSrV o

North Market St

Office 32

Srnk t X
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HIV

EYE
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EAR

OFiICK HOUlUi
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INTERNATIONAL
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DICTIONARY

JiOFFRIES

THE
f

T- F

TO COVER

E 150WMAN ST

Woosier

JUMAUT

BOOK

COVER

i

Wj

A GRAND INVESTMENT
for tho Family School or rrofrreional
Library

Aisthortio
v10
pridgort piofi- orpry

c

WeSsters Uaa-

fiorarrisiiiK tho
lrsncs of 1854 i9 S 84 cvii- MoU
property of ho r- ndorsidEca
is new
IaoTonSniy Zlsvisod nnti EnlarKeJ
niiiS3 ndistinjraisiiinf
itln bears
ho
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Relief is immediate
A cure is
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73 Tcall Avenue
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Dealer in Staple and Fancy Groceries at
Lowest Prices

DINING ROOlViS AND LUNCH COUNTER

Tobaccos Soda Water
Candies
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FINE CANDIES

Fruits Oysters
Fraternity Suppers and
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Banquets a Specialty
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Three doors enst of the rostoffice
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Look to yoar interest and buy your
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SILVER WATCHES

GOLD AND

SPECTACLES

Watches Clocks and Jewelry Repaired
West side Public Square in New Quinby 131eck
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are the Most Skilled in the City
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Dried and Canned Fruits
Call and See for Yourself East Side of Public Square
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Coach Baggage end Transfer Line
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East Liberty street opposite Archer House
Furnishes
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Ice Cream for Parties

2ine Candies a Specialty

